
Comenius 

 

We've learned a lot from these trips, both cultural and connections. Now we've gotten a 

lot of international friendships. We've seen a lot of landmarks of the countries we've 

been too. We've generally seen a lot of things from other countries, and we've learned a 

lot about communicating with other students from all across the world. We've too seen 

other communities, and we've discovered how different people can be. We saw  alot of 

things and meet wonderful families, an we have discovered the joy of international 

travelling. We think that it's amazing how a little school, like ours, got to be in this 

project, and we're very grateful for it. And its not just the people of Germany we meet 

when we go on a trip like that, no we met italiens and portugese and all other kinds of 

nationalities. 

 

Germany 

The trip to Germany was great for many reasons, we were on many trips to different 

parts to South Germany, we got to come up on a mountain and eat while looking out 

from the edge and we could see all the other mountains of the alps. Hohenburg was the 

school that we visited, it's really beautilful and full of culture.We got to experience the 

life of german students and learning other languages is so much easier when you 

actually have to use them.  

 

Portugal 

We are two girls from Denmark there was in Portugal in may 2014. We learned a lot of 

things about other people and their culture. Special when we was alone at the families 

we learned a lot about the country, and what they was eating. We also talk with the 

people from the other countries, and we are still sometimes talking with the people on 

facebook. Before this we didn't knew that we could be friends after only 5 days, but we 

get wrong. it's really amazing that we could communicate in a language everybody 



understand when we was living in defriend countries all over europe. 

 


